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ABSTRACT 

We have studied the SRS in liquids.    The production of high bright- 
ness Raman devices is possible in liquids; however,  the brightness 
gains over existing laser devices does not appear to be very large.    We 
must exercise care in selection of the material to achieve any semblance 
of gain. 

The case for gases is much better.    Many unexplained processes 
occur in H? and possibly other gases as well.    The brightness gains 
that could be produced have not yet been determined,   and the main 
effort is now concentrated on this problem.    We are also investigating 
the strange behavior of Hy in the usual SRS experiments. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
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In principle,   stimulated Raman scattering should produce higher 
brightness sources than can be obtained from conventional giant pulse 
lasers.    For such high brightness performance,   the Raman medium 
must remain essentially diffraction limited during the pumping time, 
in addition,   the stimulated Raman process must proceed in a uniforni 
manner without transverse amplitude or phase variations which would 
cause a reduction in brightness.    Initial experiments with liquids were 
unsuccessful because of the esseni:ial role played by light trapping,   and 
as a result,   alternative approaches were proposed. 

At the beginning of the report period we started on a two-phas« 
program.    The first phase was to determine whether any liquids could 
be successful in the search for a brightness gain.    The second phase 
involved a study of the properties of gaseous systems,   such as   HT and 
CH4,  to determine their characteristics.    The first phase is now com- 
plete and it appears that at least one material,   SiBr^,   will show a bright- 
ness gain,  although its limitations in this respect still are questioned. 
Much of the work on the second phase is still to be carried out,   although 
we report here some of our preliminary work. 

In general,  the details of the work reported in the earlier quar- 
terly reports are not included here,  but the results are employed in 
this discussion. 
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II. LIQUIDS 

A. Nonlinear Index Effects in Liquids 

During the past six months,   we have considered in detail the 
nonlinear effectr,   especially self-focusing    which modify stimulated 
Raman scattering in symmetric-molecule liquids.    These liquids 
offered the best hope for highly coherent Raman generation.    We have 
found that these modifying effects will never be small,   so that,   for 
example,   self-focusing will occur in a symmetric-molecule liquid at 
a threshold power not much above that lor an asymmetric  molecule 
liquid having the same particle density and average polarizability ■ 
This is a result of the molecular redistribution effect,   discussed in 
detail in Appendix I (a reprint of an article prepared in the summer of 
1966). 

We summarize below the developments since last summer in 
our understanding of the nonlinear effects in these reduced   self  focusing 
(RSF) liquids. 

It is stated in Appendix I that the redistribution (which uses the 
Kirkwood superposition approximation of unknown validity) appears to 
predict a nonlinear index that is an order of magnitude higher than 
one would guess from the few measured thresholds for self focusing. 
For example    the theory,   suggests that the symmetric molecule 
liquid SiBr^ has a threshold almost as low as the very asymmetric 
molecule CSo-    Attempts to measure this nonlinear index directly have 
been initiated here and elsewhere,  but no definitive results have yet 
resulted from these attempts.    However,   a previous observation by 
J.   L.  Emmett that   ~5 p. filaments form in stimulated beams at 90    to 
the incident beam    and that these filaments have ancmalously low 
powers,   has been reconfirmed.   Perhaps the most significant measure 
ments of nonlinear indices to come to our attention are those of J. 
Minard,   who has measured directly the dc nonlinear indices of   CCL 
CST,   and benzene   in each instance,   he found more index than could be 
accounted for by the predicted electrostriction plus two thirds of the 
observed induced birefringence (or Kerr index1.    In each case,   the 
excess index was around one tenth of that expected on the basis of the 
estimates in Appendix I.    This finding is in agreement with the non- 
linear index estimates from self-focusing thresholds of an incident 
laser beam.    Therefore,   we now tend even more strongly toward the 
%'iew that the three- and four-particle correlation functions are not 
described well for liquids by the Kirkwood superposition approximation 
used in Appendix I,    Just how they are to be described is a problem 
which we are studying. 
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The saturation of the nonlinear index was not discussed in 
Appendix 1,   but it is important in determining    for example,   the mini 
mum radius and stabilit/ of a filament of self-focused light.    From 
the studies of the laser beam profile after it  has passed through a  10 cm 
cell of SiBr,, and produced SRS,   we conclude either that Raman scatter- 
ing is occurring without self-focusing,   or that the index change saturates 
at a value that produces filaments no smaller than 40 to 50 |i,    We are 
currently setting up an experiment to measure the Raman scattering 
cross sections for these liquids to determine whether SRS threshold 
could be attained in our experiments without sell - focusing      This may 
then determine indirectly the  saturation region 

In order to see how assumptions about the short range order, 
other than those tried in Appendix I,   affect nonlinear indices    we have 
made calculations which assume that    locally    the liquid is like a solid 
with the molecules executing thermal and quantum vibrations about fixed 
sites.    These calculations are not complete,   but indicate that a lower 
nonliuear index is expected in such circumstances.    The nonlinear index 
is so sensitive to the short range order that it appears to be a very goud 
experimental parameter for checking hypotheses about liquid structure. 

B. Nonlinear Experiments with Symmetric Molecule  Liquids 

We have conducted several experiments to stady the SRS effect 
in liquids composed of spherically symmetric molecules      Careful 
measurements detected no evidence of self focusing in SiBr^,    However, 
with a multimode pump,   we have observed evidence of a nonlinear index 
in the form of frequency spreading in the Stokes radiation.    Threshold 
measurements for symmetric and nonsymmetnr liquids,   combined 
with cross section measurements,   have given a basis for comparison 
of theoretically predicted and observed gains. 

1 Search fcr Self - Focusing in S-'Br^ 

1 

Our initial observations of the laser and Raman radiation 
exiting from a 10 cm path length of SiBr^ indicated some filamentary 
structure.    However    careful control experiments showed that this was 
probably a result of a combination of weak higher order transverse modes 
in the GPL,   and experimental difficulties encountered in imaging through 
the 2-m spectrograph.    In order to obtain more conclusive results,,   we 
set up the apparatus to analyze the polarization of laser  and Raman radia- 
tion,   using circularly and linearly polarized pumpst    This technique has 
proved to be a very sensitive test for self  focusing in liquids like nitro- 
benzene,      The radiation exiting from the cell is analyzed for polariza- 
tion and wavelength    and a pronounced depolarization of the radiation is 
observedto accompany the  onset of self  focusing (SRS threshold)    with a 
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circularly polarized pump.    We detected no depolarization in SiBr^ 
with this apparatus,   although the theory of self ■ focusing regardless 
of the underlying mechanism,   indicate? that there should be strong 
depolarization if self-focusing occurs      This negative result held even 
far enough above threshold to achieve substantial conversion to Stokes 
power and to excite at least five orders oi Stokes radiation.    It should 
be noted that by using a 1/2 mm diameter pump by beam,   the Stokes 
radiation often appeared in a small filament about 40 to 50 ^ in diam- 
eter.    Presumably this is due to the effect of spatial narrowing of the 
Stokes caused by the variation of intensity across the pump beam    and 
it attests to the large gain's achieved in this liquid. 

2. Spectral Observations 

Using the 2-m spectrograph.   we measuied a Stokes 
shift of 225 cm' ^ in SiBr^,   giving a first Stokes wavelength of 705   3 mp.. 
This would be a symmetric,   or "breathing" mode of vibration of the 
SiBr4 molecule.    With tetrabutyl tin (TBT),   which should also show 
spherical symmetry,   we observed a shift of 2920 cm corresponding 
to a Stokes wavelength of 87 1 . 1 mjj.,    This indicates that a C  H vibration 
has the lowest threshold in TBT.    Because the higher order Stokes 
shifts in TBT fall outside the range of the instrument,   only the first 
order Stokes radiation was observed in this material.    With SiBr 
to six orders of Stokes radiation were observed. 4' up 

Our giant pulse laser typically operates in several longitudinal 
modes.    A Fabry-Perot interferogram typically shows two to four modes; 
with spacings of about 0,6 cm"1 ,    Other observations with the high 
dispersion grating of the 2-m spectrograph indicate,   typically    two 
modes spaced by 06 to 0.7 cm"   .    There is usua ly a time modulation 
of the pulse,   indicating other,   more closely spaced modes    probably 
adjacent longitudinal modes of the laser cavity. 

It has been well established that frequency broadening is observed 
in the Raman emission of liquids which self  focus when a multimode 
pump is used.   ■ ■'   This is due to a modulation of the nonlinear index at 
harmonics of the difference frequencies of the pump.      We have observed 
such broadening effects in SiBr^ and TBT,   with the amount of broadening 
increasing with increasing pump power above threshold,   and also increas- 
ing with the Stokes order for SiBr^,    We have observed up to 8.5 m\i 
broadening in the fifth order Stokes radiation from SiBr^ and up to 
7.4 m|jL broadening in the first Stokes radiation from TBT.    This 
spreading of about 130 cm" ^ is many times the laser mode spacing of 
about 0. 7 cm     j  and indicates that there is modulation of a nonlinear 
index in these materials.    However,   at least in Sibr4;   this nonlinear 
index does not lead to depolarization of a circularly polarized pump,   our 
best test for self-focusing. 

r 



3. Threshold Measurements 

Another good indicatior   of whether sell   focusing is present 
is the theoretical comparison of predicted fiains using the incident laser 
intensity with the minimum gain needed experimentally to observe Stokes 
radiation.    For this purpose^   we have made threshold measurements on 
several liquids.    In Section II-C,   below    these will be compared with 
measured spontaneous Raman cross-sections.    For the threshold mea- 
surements,   the GPL beam v/as incident on a  1 .5 mm aperture.    Follow- 
ing this,   a 40 cm focal length lens weakly focused the pump beam in the 
10 cm cell.    A magnesium oxide screen behind ehe cell scattered the 
output radiation to calibrated Stokes and laser detectors.    The Stokes 
detection system was capable of detecting about 1  W of Stokes power 
from the cell,   except for SiBr4 where the minimum detectable power 
was somewhat higher due to the filters used.    With this arrangement 
the entire cell length was within the depth of focus of the 40 cm lens     so 
that the resulting beam (about 0.5 mm in diameter) was approximately a 
plane wave throughout the cell.    The thresholds measured with this appara- 
tus are given below.    The error limits indicate the scatter in the data    and 
Co not include calibration and other systematic errors.    However    these 
errors,   which should be less than 20%    should not affect the relative 
thresholds.    A linearly polarized pump beam was used for all of these 
measurements. 

Mater it 

Silicon tetrabromide 

Tetrabutyl tin 

Nitrobenzene 

Benzene 

Carbon disulfide 

Threshold Power.   MW 

0.29 ±  0.02 

0.29 ±  0.03 

0.050 ±  0.005 

0. 1 4 ±  0.01 

0.024 ±  0.002 

1 - 
Carbon tetrachloride 0.65 ±  0.0 3 

I 

L 

I 
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These powers should be multiplied by 500 to give the threshol' intensity 
in MW/cm^.    The above results for nitrobenzene and benzene can be 
compared to Wang s  results- by taking into account the different beam 
sizes and extrapolating his results to a 10 cm cell length.    We must 
also take into account the fact that our beam is nongaussian in profile. 
We have measured a spot size in the focal plane of the 40 cm lens 
which is four times the diffraction limit for the 1 .5 mm aperture used. 
Therefore,   if we take a "characteristic transverse radius of curvature"^ 
of the laser intensity of one quarter of the beam radius,   we find a pre- 
dicted threshold of 0,045 MW for nitrobenzene and 0.16 MW for benzene. 
Thus,   our results for these two materials are in good agreement with 
Wang's results and the theory of self-focusing. 

5 
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C . Cross Section Measurements 

In this section we describe the peak normal Raman cross sec- 
tion measurements and compare the insulting theoretical gains with 
the cbove threshold measurements. 

^ • Discussion of Experiments and Data 

I The normal Raman scattering data were taken with a cw 
argon laser operating at 514.5 m^i and a double monochromator arrange- 
ment with photodetection.    The relative cross sections ot several liquids 
were measured and the absolute peak cross sections calculated using 
our previous result of 1 , 3 cm       cross section per unit volume per unit 

I wavelength for nitrobenzene .o   The results arc tabulated below. 
I 

T .     . ,                      Raman Line,     Peak Cross Section Gain 
Liquid                                     -i                                  ? l/ww/      Z —-1   cm       cm   " cm     /MW/cm^ 

Nitrobenzene 1345 i,3 1,4x10'' 

Benzene 992 2.4 2.52 

Carbon Tetrachloride 440 0.82 0.82 

Tin Tetrachloride 370 2.9 2.54 

Silicon Tetrabromide 225 5.8 4.23 

Unfortunately,   no spontaneous Raman Tines were observed in TBT with 
this apparatus. 

The accuracy of these mea'irements is net well known,   but i_ 
judged to be about 30%.    The major limiting factor is that the double 
monochromator used had an instrurr sntal width of about 0.07 m^. and 
made it difficult to determine linewidths accurately.    A better mono- 
chromator will soon be available which will allow more reliable 
measurements . 

2. Comparison of Theoretical Gain with Threshold 
Measurements 

The largest initial intensity available for amplilif ation 
in the Raman cell is due to the quantum mechanical zero-point vibra- 
tions in the electromagnetic field and is of order 10" ^ W/cm   .    For our 
beam,   this represents 2 x 10"" W power.    Since our detection system 
was capable of detecting about 1 W of output po^ver    the gain required is 
about 5 x .10   .    For a double pass through a 10 cm cell,   this implies a 
gai.n of 0.88 cm'^ .    Below we tabulate the theoretical gains obtained by 
multiplying the above gains (cm* VMW/cm2) by the threshold laser 
intensity observed experimentally. 
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Liquid Theoretical Gair 1 

Nit -obenzene 0.035 cm'1 Z5 

Benzene 0.176 5 

Carbon tetrachloride 0.266 

Silicon tetrabromide 0.615 

3.3 

1.4 

F   is the factor required to increase the laser power to give a theoreti- 
cal gaTn equal to the gain experimentally required to observed Stokes 
emission. 

With the many cumulative errors involved in this comparison, 
the results appear adequate to explain the observed SRS from SlBr4 on 
he basUot purely exponential gain.    The results tor nitrobenzene are 
co«Ut.nt «1th ouyr eaHier measurements.^ and reartlrm *e necesstty 
oHnvoking the self-focusing process to explain the observeo SRS     The 
present «suits for ben.ene and carbon tetrachloride are not conclus.ve 
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III. HYDROGEN GAS STUDIES 

i     =s= 

♦   I 

Preliminary experiments were started on H2 R^s to evaluate it 
as an active medium for a Raman laser.    A 50 cm cell was operated 
at pressures of 200 to 1000 psig with no detectable Stokes output when 
an unfocused GP laser was used as a pump.    Focusing in the cell with 
a 40 cm focal length lens produced an increase in the power density 
inside the cell (reported in the section on liquids) and strong SRS out- 
put was observed.    The unfocused output power density of the laser was 
expected to be in excess of 40 MW/cm   , on the basis of published data, 
we felt that the laser should have been able to reach SRS threshold in 
H2 with no difficulty.    Tests with a 90 cm cell did give SRS as expected. I 

Near Field Power Distribution of the  Laser Pump I 

The actual power density of the laser beam at the location of the 
Raman cell was checked first.    A 0. 17 mm diameter aperture was 
carefully scanned across the laser beam in steps of 0.20 mm and the 
laser output power was compared with the power measured on the 
other side of the aperture.    The transverse mode structure of the laser 
was monitored for each data point.    The scan was made twice,   once 
with moderately successful efforts at transverse mode control and once 
with no effort to control the transverse mode.  The scatter in the data 
was quite severe for the non-n ode-selected case with noticeable modu- 
lation on the transmitted beam.    The mode-selected data showed some 
scatter caused by variations in the effectiveness of the transverse mode 
control and a much smaller residual scatter.    Systematic variations and 
variations which are not understood appeared in both cases,  and again, 
were much less apparent in the mode-selected case.    The full width at 
hall' maximum for the two cases (from the smoothed curs'es) were  1 .3 ± 
0.2 mm and 2.9 ±   0.5 mm.    Both curves looked gaussian in shape, 
although some asymmetries were evident.    The relevant power density 
values were    12 ±   1 MW/cm^ per MW of power output and   3 ±   1  MW/cm 
per MW of power output.    Typical power output values were 5 MW 
(mode-selected) and 10 MW (non-mode-selected).    These then cor- 
responu to a power density of 60 MW/cm^ (mode-selected and 30 MW/ 
cm^ (non-mode-selected). 

cm^ (non-rr-.ode-selected). 

B. SRS Measurements in H2' 

The   H? cell was extended to 9G cm length and the experiments 
repeated.    SRS was observed at about 40 MW/cm* and,   as had been 
reported by many other observers,   it appears to have a sharp threshold. 
In comparison with the liquids the gain should have been  1 .5 x  10"^ PJl 
1 . 5 x 40 x 100 x 10'^      6 corresponding to the  rather low gain of e\p(6). 
The single pass exponential amplification from noise to the  1   W level 
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of detectabilily of the experimental arrangement requires a gain of 
exp[ 17 .7] .    This is about a factor of three '   o low a laser power to 
see thio signal and the threshold behavior suggests that there is feed- 
back,   as has also been reported by many others.    We have been able 
to observe some effects which we think could be feedback irom the 
end windows of the eel1-.    Preliminary data indicate that we cannot 
consistently reach threshold at 60 MW/'cm2 if the windows of the cell 
are tilted by as little as 0.005 rad away from perpendicular to the 
laser beam.    This strongly suggests that the windows are contribut- 
ing feedback.    To prevent any feedback from the laser    and therefore 
isolate to the single pass conditions,   we installed a 60    flint   glass 
prism between the laser and the   H2   cell.    Other optics folded the 
beam around to again have the laser aligned into the H2 cell but now 
no feedback to the laser could occur at the Stokes wavelength due to 
the dispersion in the prism.    To our surprise the threshold behavior 
still occurred   -   aL about 40 MW/cm2.    This result has not ruled cut 
feedback from the windows of the Raman cell but the prism has pre- 
vented feedback from the laser cavity.    Also    it was known that the 
laser beam was not perpendicular to either window of the H^ cell when 
the dispersing prism was installed.    Further tests of the above resu.,+ s 
are contemplated,   although all apparent sources of feedback have been 
removed. 
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IV, CONCLUSIONS AND PLANS FOR THE FUTURE 

The most promising approach to achieving high brightness 
appears to be the use of a Raman material which will retain good 
optical properties during the stimulated scattering process.    Although 
satisfactory liquids may be found eventually,  the gases hold the 
greatest promise of brightness gains.    We are currently installing a 
large ruby amplifier in order to pump a Raman oscillator-amplifier 
combination.    The Raman amplifier cell is under construction now 
and will have a clear aperture of l-l/2 in. diameter with demount- 
able sections for a 5,   10,   15,   or 20 ft length.    We are currently 
working on the lab arrangement to accommodate the oscillator- 
amplifier cells.    We plan to make measurements of the output beam 
characteristics from the amplifier under various operating conditions. 
Until this apparatus is installed we will continue with the measure 
ments on the   H2   oscillator in an effort to achieve a better understand- 
ing of the H2 gas behavior,   which still presents disturbing anomalies. 

With the possible exception of SiBr^,  SRS in the liquids we have 
studied seems to offer little hope of achieving brightness gains over a 
conventional GP laser.  Even in SiBr^,   we expect that self focusing will 
occur at power levels only -omewhat larger than those required for 
other liquids,   such as benzene.    Moderate increases in ..ightness of 
up to about a factor of 10 could be obtained in short pulses by two 
techniques.    First,   if a GP laser is mode locked    the power output 
increases significantly.    If there is no degradation of the transverse 
mode structure,  there will be a corresponding brightness increase. 
Second,  one could use the large amplitude,   short duration backward 
traveling pulse in a Raman oscillatoi7 to achieve the same effect. 
These short pulses would be useful,  for example,   in high power propa- 
gation studies. 

10 
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APPENDIX 
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Effect of Molecular Redistribution on the Nonlinear 
Refractive Index of Liquids* 

R. W. HELLWASTB 

Hughes Research Laboratories, Ualibu, CaUJernia 
(Received 6 July 1966) 

An expression for the static nonlinear dielectric constant of r nonpolar liquid is derived which takes into 
account the reorientation and local spatial redistribution of molecules in the presence of a strong electric 
field. This result is used to calculate the nonlinear index of refraction of various lossless liquids at "optical" 
frequencies which are much higher than molecular reorientation rates. From this nonlinear index, we obtain 
estimates of the optical power required to initiate self-focusing in a liquid over periods so short that macro- 
scopic density changes do not have time to take place. This situation is commonly approached in experi- 
ment. The theory predicts that the effects of molecular redistribution, hitherto not considered, will be 
generally as important as the widely considered effects of molecular reorientation, and will in fact dominate 
the nonlinear index of many symmetric and nearly symmetric molecules. Furthermore, the results suggest 
that some purely symmetric molecules, such as SiBn, may exhibit self-focusing in liquid as rudily as do 
some cocmonly studied asymmetric molecules, such as nitrobenzene. The calculation proceeeds !rom classi- 
cal statistiLa'i mechanics with the aid of a variational principle that is valid for arbitrary density. In the 
low-density limit our results reflect only molecular reorientation and reduce to those of Debye and others. 
The accuracy of the results depends mainly on the accuracy of Kirkwood's "superposition approximation" 
in representing three- and four-particle correlation functions in liquids. Since the accuracy of this approxi- 
mation is at present unknown, nonlinear index data may prove useful in checking it. As a by-product of our 
investigation, we Lave proven that the Clausius-Mossotti expression gives a lower bound for the dielectric 
constant of a fluid in which the two-particle correlation function is a function only of the interparticle spacing 
and approaches a constant at large spacing. Molecular redistribution must also play a role in induced bire- 
fringence (ac and dc Kerr effects), especially for symmetric molecules. However, the present treatment is 
limited to waves of a single linear polarization, and does not cover the Kerr effect. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

THE self-focusing of optical beams and the effects 
of this self-focusing on stimulated Raman scat- 

tering and other nonlinear effects have been studied 
in a variety of liquids.1-6 The nonlinear index of re- 

• This work has been supported in part as a part of Project 
DEFENDER under the joint sponsorship of the Advanced Research 
Projects Agency, the Office of Naval Research, and the Depart- 
ment of Defense. 

'N. F. PUipetskii und A. R. Rustamov, JETP PW'ma 
Redaktsiyu 2, 88 (19«) [F-nglisb trans!.: JETP Letters 2, 55 
(1965)]. 

fraction which causes self-focusing has been attributed 
to electrostrictive effects and to the reorientation of 
asymmetric molecules (ac Kerr effect) in the strong 
optical fields; the electronic nonlinearities are presumed 

•G. Hauchecome and G. Mayer, Compt. Rend. 261, 4014 
(1905). 

»Y. R. Shen and Y. J. Shaham, Phys. Rev. Utters 15, 1008 
(196S). 

4 P. Lallemand and N. Bloembergen, Pbys. Rev. Letters 15, 
1010 (196S). 

•C. C, Wang, Phvs. Rev. Utters 16, 344 (1966). 
• E. Garmire, R.' Y. Chiao, and C. H. Townes, Phvs. Rev. 

Letter» 16, 347 (1966). 
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in contribute much Uss," 6'' In iliis paper we point 
mil ih.it iuwthcr mmhaiiism, the spuiiiil aitistrihution 
ol ihc mukvitU**, tin make i amtriUulion ID liie non- 
linear iiuli'x of liiiuiiK whiili i> gcnerftUy i:uin])itmhk 
lo, ,- il may in siwif ra$Cä thanhiate, clwlrostri» live 
anil ri<it'ii.iii.iiion dletts. 

Wc uil! lonsiikr only the index ihange e.vperienceü 
by a Strong liniitrly pol.iri/id optical lielil in a lii(uid; 
the index changes for beams of oltit-r poiariisations (and 
rdaltil phenomena such as indiutd birefringence) will 
involve atkied rakulalional (oinplexi'ii-s. The Strong 
impicssed livid imluves a dijuiK- momeni in each mole- 
cule so thai extra anisotrojnc dipole dipole forces, which 
are evidently proportioiml to the time average of the 
Mjuarc of the field strength, otcur helween molccuks 
in addition to the usual intcmiokvular forces already 
present.   Thercfoie,   after   the   molecules   come   into 
thermal  equitlbnum  in   the impressctl  field,   the n- 
particle correlation functions for the liijuid (H>1) are 
altcitd in an anisotropic way from their zero field forms. 
That  is.  the  field  causes  the molecules  to become 
"redistributed" in space, and this redistribution con- 
tributes to a change in index. For example, the induced 
dijwle forces cause two nearby molecules of a fixed 
separation to be more probably found in line with the 
strong applied field (where their combined polarization 
is maximum) than on a line perpendicular to it (where 
their combined polarization is minimum). Of course, 
asymmetric molecules also tend to reorient themselves 
in the field, and thus increase their average polariza 
bility, ami the macroscopic mass motion caused by 
electrostrictive forces and thermal expansion also alters 
dielectric properties after macroscopic density vari- 
ations have had time to form. It is the main object of 
this paper to assess the change in index of refraction 
brought about by the local redistribution and reorien- 
tation of molecules in a liquid, ignoring the effects of 
macroscopic density changes which lake much more 
time to form. 

Specifically, we calculate here the nonlinear index 
(to second order in the fields) which would exist In a 
lluid irradiated by an optical pulse of such short dura- 
tion that macroscopic changes in density (such as 
might arise from electrostrictive effects and heating) 
do not have time to occur. We also assume that a 
molecule will undergo so many coIMsions during Ihis 
optical pulse that a statistical mechanical equilibrium 
will exist which is appropriate to the modified inter- 
molecular dipole dipole fon es and the torques resulting 
from the application of the strong optical fields. The 
refractive index for this altered equilibrium state of 
the fluid is then calculated in a standard way by 
differentiating the free energy $ of a uniform sample 
of fixed macroscopic density with respect to the applied 
electric field stiength Eo to obtain the induced dipole 
moment. From this one obtains, in the usual way, an 
expression for the total (linear plus no.dinear) index. 

' R. V. Chiao, E. (jarnirc, ami C. H. Townes, Phvs. Rev. 
Utten 13, 479 (19<H). 

This expression for the index contains only the effects 
u molecular redistribution and reorientation. 

The densities of the liquids of interest are too large 
for a low density expansion of $ to be accurate. There- 
fore we employ a variational principle which gives an 
upper bound for 3 regardless of density. A "local field 
approximation" is then made In which certain free 
parameters may be varied to obtain a lowest upper 
bound for 5 within the local field approximation. From 
this, a lower bound results for the linear part of the 
index of  refraction,  which bound is  the "Clausius- 
Mossotli" or "Forentz Lorenz" expression. This is a 
strong lower bound, true whenever two particle corre- 
lations depend only on the interparticle spacing. Un- 
fortunately, a similar bound does not result for the 
nonlinear index which we calculate to second order in 
the field. 

Because the Clausius-Mossotti expression for the 
linear dielectric constant (or the square of the index) 
is known to be accurate to within a few percent for 
liquids, one might expect our corresponding expression 
for the second-order part of the index to be accurate to 
within  10 to 50%.  Unfortunately, many additional 
errors are introduced into the evaluation of the non- 
linear index expressions by our having to use t'>e 
Kirkwood   "superposition   approximation"   for   the 
three and  four-particle correlation  functions.  These 
errors are of uncertain magnitude within our present 
knowledge of statistical functions for liquids. Perhaps 
the nonlinear index experiments can be used to obtain 
an dea of the accuracy of the Kirkwood approximation, 
sir :e the nonlinear index is more sensitive to the char- 
acter of third- and fourth-order correlation functions 
than are other quantities which are as accurately meas- 
urable. It is reassuring that the term in our final ex- 
pression for the nonlinear index which dominates at 
low densities and which is most sensitive to the asym- 
metry of the molecules is exactly the same as the 
expression of Debye8 for the low-frequency nonlinear 
index of molecules having no permanent dipole moments 
(these don't interact with optical fields). However, 
optical,   rather   than   low-frequency,   polarizabilities 
appear. Although this "Debye" term in the nonlinear 
index   is  dominant   (for  asymmetric  molecules)   at 
densities somewhat lower than liquid densities, the other 
terms we find are important, if not dominant, at liquid 
densities. These other terms arise from the redistri- 
bution of molecules brought about by the field-induced 
changes in intennolecular forces. 

The relative power thresholds for producing self- 
focusing or "self-trapping" in those liquids for which 

' P. Debye. Marx's Handbuch der Kadiolopt VI (LeijNsig, 1925'), 
("hap. V, p. 768. P. Langevin, J. J. I.arm"r. M. Kuro ami others 
earlier derived similar täatkms to that of Deine, but nooc had 
evaluated correctly both ihc local fields producing the non- 
linearities and the effect "f the change in polarizability of a 
molecule on the local fields themselves. Furthermore, in Upltk 
by M. Horn (Sprmgpr-Veriaß, Berlin, 196S), an extra error o( 2 
is intrnluced in passing from l-'i- (33). P- 352 to l'.<\. (1), p. 366 
which is Copied in some of the later literature on nonlinear indices 
and tbc Ktrr effect. See M. Bora ibid, for a general bibliography. 
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tjuaniiiaUvc l.it.i is avciilable are Lonsistent with valu^ 
i.iUiilauil »mm unr nonlinear indites ami llic formula 
fur ihsvsholü power of (liiau ft alj hi particular, the 
recent observation by Bret <7 IJ/.'

1
 thai the Symmetrie 

molecule CC1< exhibits a thrcsholü anomaly character- 
istic «f self-focusing in IkjuiU when the asymmetric 
molecules eholoform, areione, ami acetic acid do not is 
consistent with our predictions. Comparison of our 
results with the current data indicates that our predicted 
relative threshold powers may be accurate to around 
±25%. If this is so, then we predict that several purely 
symmetric-molecule liquids, such as Siün, will exhibit 
low self trapping thresholds of the same order as, for 
example, that of the strongly self focusing liquid nitro- 
benzene. Molecular redistribution must also affect the 
induced birefringence (Kerr effect), perhaps accounting 
for the general disagreement between the usual Debyc 
theory'  and  experiment   (especially  pronounced   for 
symmetric molecules). However, we do not consider 
such effects here. 

The absolute magnitudes of our predicted thresholds 
tend to fall an order of magnitude lower than those 
estimated from experiments.'^6 The errors inherent in 
the Kirkwood approximation might well be responsible 
fo; this. However, as we point out later in the discussion, 
there is some evidence that thresholds are actually 
lower than was at first supposed. The possible effects 
of relaxation processes which may prevent the achieve- 
ment of the quasi-steady state we have assumed have 
not yet been examined, nor has the role of bubbles, 
impurities, normal thermal turbulence, etc. 

II. FORMULATION 

The induced orientation and intermolecular potentials 
arc quadratic in the field strength. Therefore molecules, 
which can neither translate nor rotate at optical fre- 
quencies,  will  assume  the same  configuration  in  a 
uniform dc applied field as in a unifonn optical field of 
equal mean square amplitude (if the optical and static 
polarizabilitics are equal). We will take advantage of 
this fact to simplify the mechanics of the calculation 
and compute the nonlinear dielectric constant to second 
order in the fields as if the strong applied electric field 
were static. Of course, only induced polarizations need 
be considered; there is essentially no interaction be- 
tween any permanent electric dipole moments and the 
optical  fields and polarizations. The desired second 
order optical dielectric constant is then simply obtained 
from the static constant by replacing the square of the 
static field by the mean square optical field and using 
the optical values for molecular polarizabilitics in all 
expressions. 

To compute the static, dielectric constant, we first 
compute the free energy J of an ellipsoidal sample of 

• ti. Bret. F. Gins, ami (".. Mayer, in I KKE J. Quant Klcclron. 
QE.2, No. 4, IS (I'K*). 

uniform fluid in a unifonn x directed electric field Ra, 
with a principal axis of the ellipsoid parallel to the field. 
Then the total electric dipole moment of the sample M 
is obtained from the well known relation10 

Af=-(/j/1//.:0. (1) 

Because the sample is ellipsoidal and the external field 
unifonn, the polarization per unit volume /' inside the 
sample will be uniform and x-directed.10 We assume 
the sample to have a fixed volume V, whence 

P = M/V. (2) 

We desire the nonlinear index only to second order in 
the electric fields so we compute J to fourth order in 
the fields and obtain a result of the form 

-iJ=(Wt„V2+c/V/4)l', (3) 

from which we have 

i'=ft/•„+c£o,. (4) 

In an ellipsoidal sample uniformly polarized along a 
principal axis, the relation of the polarization density 
to the macroscopic electric field E is generally written10 

E=E,-U\ (5) 

where L is called the depolarization factor for that axis 
of the ellipsoid. The factor L can have values between 
0 and 4jr depending only on the shape of the ellipsoid.10 

If we define a linear susceptibility X and a nonlinear 
susceptibility ij by the relation 

P=XE+ri&, (6) 

then a comparison of (4) and (6) with the aid of (5) 
shows that 

X=b/{\-Lb) (7) 
and 

v=c{\-Lb)-*=c{\+LX)y (8) 

The nonlinear dielectric constant tst is 

€.v;,= l+4ir/V£ 
«l+MX+uJ») (9) 

and, in extrapolating our results to the optical case, 
we would therefore have an index of refract .on e.vL1'1 

given, to second order in F., by 

€.VL12=«+(2ir/«)'ji'2, (10) 

where E is the root mean square electric field a ,'eraged 
over many optical cycles and n is the ordinary linear 
index of refraction. Following the standard practice, 
we define a "nonlinear index" «i by 

>/;- 2rrr)/H. (ID 

Then the threshold power l'c required to begin trapping 
a unifonn cylindrical beam much broader than a wave- 

'«W. F. Brown, Jr.. Handhmh der Pltysik AT//, Dielerlrics. 
cUikil by S. liuggc (Springer-Verlag, Berlin, 1956), pp. 1-153. 

_T 
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1 

k-iigth i> given approximately l>y7 

(12) 

where .\0 ami c« are the VsM uum wavelength and veloeily 
of light, respectively. We now have all the relations 
necessary to eonnei l the IIOIIIHUMI- indes effects with 
the electrit free energy $. 

In computing the free energy f, we will .ussume that 
we arc ilealing with a ctosstcal fluid and use classical 
statistical meihaniis. We must therefore 'annulate the 
total potential energy t of the .V molecules in the Simple 
when they are placed at ix)siiions r1, •■•rv, have 
elcctrk dipole tnouunts m1. • inv, and arc oriented 
at the Euler angles 6., 0,. /■;, ■ ■ , S.v, 4>\, ^v, which we 
s\inbolize by t!,, ■    . Q.v. 

We may anticipate thai the ilcitroim nonlinearities 
will be small compared to those with which we are 
concerned here and assume that the internal energy i'T 

of the >th molecule H quadratic in the components of 
its electric dipole moment m1. If m.T arc the components 
of this moment along the principal axes <i=l, 2, 3, of 
its polarizability ellipsoid, then'" 

!, = $!] (»«„''}'. o» - (13) 

where ai, aj, aj are the polarizabililies of the molecule 
along its principal axes. The components m,,7 are 
related to the components w,1 measured in a laboratory- 
fixed coordinate system by" 

«,■' = /?,.. (»,)»!.•>. (14) 

The repeated space indices here and elsewhere are 
assumed to be summed. The matrix /fia(S2>) = Ä',a,(fi>) 
represents the rotation operator for the Euler angles 
Uy of the 7th molecule, uid will be abbreviated Ä,.1'. 

The interaction energy ';,„ between two molecules at 
positions iy and r" will be assumed to be10 

Tyll=Xoy^+m,-'ni,'D.,-"' (15a) 

where ro>a is a hard core repulsive potential and the 
remaining term is the dipole dipole interaction energy. 

IS,, 

(M»i-3M,i)(r*T-rV-Kf, W,') 
.  (15b) 

f-r» 

lion.1" The free energy 3 of tho liquid in the .f-directed 
external field mav therefore he written 

The »(„■' which measure the displacement of electronic 
charge may be taken to be the independent harmonic 
"internal" coordinates of the molecules which describe 
the electronic polarization. That is, it is appropriate to 
integrate over all values of these coordinates in evalu- 
ating the free energy from the potential energy func- 

"Wc »ill use the lo»fr case Latin subscripls J ihmush h to 
dfnole the space components of a vector or matrix referred to 
the principal axes (1,2,3) of the polari/.abilily ellipsoid fixed in 
the molecule. Latin subscripts from i onward will be used to denote 
»pace components referred to the ortbocos*) principal axes fr,v,r) 
of the ellipsoidal sample fixed in the laboratory. 

,.-«: 
///'" 

T]ii{il]d[ma)e . a. 

where 

t = Z^(-'"W'.ü+t>)+S Z>.* »'Y* 

(löa) 

(16b) 

is the total energy of a configuration of the positions, 
moments, and orientations of the molecules, fd^) 
symbolizes the integration fdtl--fdts over the 
entire volume V of the ellipsoid of every molecular 
position. Similarly, y</{n} symbolizes the integral 
/o' sinWö,/«8' cWü8' #i, • •'• /o' smesdBsf*-' (fa.v 
Xj?' d^xiSv2) x over all molecular orientations [U), 
and yjfma} symbolizes the integral ydmi'dnti'dmi'- • • 
fdm^dm^dnti* over all internal molecular coordi- 
nates {w«}. /3 is defined as the inverse of (the tem- 
perature times Boltzmann's constant). 

This completes the fonnulalion of the static dipolar 
free energy suitable for classical liquids. The relations 
(I) to (12) connect the dependence of 5 on an externally 
applied electric field Ea with the threshold power for 
self-focusing or self-trapping which we w-ish to predict. 
It remains to carry through the evaluation of the free 
energy starting from the basic definition (16). 

III. A VARIATIONAL PRINCIPLE FOR 
CALCIT^ATION 

In order to obtain from (16) an accurate estimation 
of !T for liquids, it does not suffice to expand 5 in powers 
of the number density p = S/V. We therefore employ a 
variational approach which obtains an upper bound 
for iT. Parameters will exist in the upper bound which 
can be varied to obtain a lowest upper bound within 
any approximation scheme. 

To obtain a variational principle, we note that the 
total potential energy r is a quadratic function of the 
dipole moment coordinates mj. This means that if we 
define new coordinate variables of integration vj by 

!»,▼»«,■»—JB, (17) 

where the Ha'' are those values which minimize v for a 
given positional and oricntational configuration, then 
we can rewrite (16) as 

e-*-fjd{r\d{Q} expC-^E,. K.-flr' 

where" 

«M^avMrMUM-o) 
= Ir(-^^o+:,I„M.J

V-' 
.+ iI^,v//V).   09) 
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is the fviiulion which is nuiiimi/e<i by our choice of the 
ua7 and 

cM.[-^'({r|,{^)> /W..) 

XcxpC-ML^".''/«.+!;»'■.^A/''.'/)]     (20) 

The symbol {y} represents the set of u!I values of the 
tiS. The intemiolecular potential v' ikfined by (20) 
cannot depend on the electric field /•-'n (or the {y) would 
not minimize <t>) and represents, of course, the long 
range van der Waal's potential due to induced dipole- 
induced dipole interactions. This potential has been 
analyzed in the literatire10 and we need not discuss it 
further here. 

It is too dillicult to find an exact explicit expression 
for [mini,,!^], but if we insert wrong values for the 
[\f} into 4>, we at least obtain an estimate for the field 
dependent part ffe of ff that is too high. We therefore 
have the useful inequality that for any {p) whatever 

$E<F 

where 

and 
cxp(-/3L>«i«0T,-^t') 

'fd{r}d{n} exp(-aZr« b*>»-&0 

(21) 

(22a) 

(22b) 

With this inequality we may proceed with a variational 
calculation ol the desired field-dependent part ff« of 
the free energy. 

IV. THE EFFECTIVE FIELD APPROXIMATION 

We will use a local field approximation in which we 
use the approximate values 

A^=oaÄ„>E', (23a) 
or equivalently" 

nS^RtSa.RtSE', (23b) 

in ^ as if each molecular moment saw only an effective 
redirected local field of magnitude £'. We will then 
adjust £' to minimize the resulting upper bound F for 
the free energy (calc'ated to fourth order in £')■ 
The F thus obtained is a function of the shape of the 
ellipsoidal sample, but the dielectric constant derived 
from it via (9) is not. (Otherwise one could vary the 
shape parameters to improve further the accuracy of 
the estimate for the dielectric constant.) 

Using (23) in (19) gives 

g-^-^e-««-«)» (24) 

«lSETG«>E', (25a) 

G^Eo-iE', (25b) 

^iLr.rE'aT-D"-««' E'. (26) 

We have introduced the usual shorthand notation for 
multiplication among the 3X3 space matrices 
o>=Ä,.7o.Ä,aT, D-"sZV, and the 3-vectoiä Eo=f£o 
and E' = JtE'. The double average bracMs (( )) in 
(24) symbolize the iiuegrations over |r) and {(1) 
weighted by w([t)) which is normalized so that 
((1))=1. We will often use only the single average 
bracket when either the angle or position average is 
required alone; which average is intended will be clear 
from the context. In either case, (1)= 1. 

We expect (as we will find) that the best local field 
£' will be of the order of E9. Therefore (24) implies 
that, to fourth order in £o, F is given by 

F-UrUi-ygVa-Wa+Vnl (27) 
where 

U^{{u,)) (28a) 
and 

Uum ««,«,))- ««.»({«;)):   ». >= 1, 2.    (28b) 

The integrals in I7( and Vn are easily performed to 
give 

U^NOGE: (29) 
and 

Uu-$&£*(*& (30) 

whtre the dimensionless anisotropy parameter A is 
defined by 

A^2C(al-aJ)
2+(aS-aa)'+(a1-a))!l/(45a«) (31) 

and as (ai-f ajTaä)/3 is the usual linear molecular 
polarizability. 

To perform the integrals in Ui and Uu we require 
the positional average of Z>,I

1'M. We assume the weight 
function w does not depend on {Q}. Then, if the 
dimensionless two-particle correlation function p{r) 
defined by 

where 

and 

Pirn) sp/rfr,- ■drfiU'{{t)) (32) 

approaches a constant value when fij= |ri—rj| is still 
small compared with the size of the liquid sample 
under consideration, the required positional average 
gives (neglecting terms of order N~l smaller) 

(L™D^*)=Nfil (33) 
where 

l^L-iw/S, (34) 

independently of the form of p(r).10 p is the number 
density of molecules N/V; L is the depolarizing factor 
along that principal axis of the ellipsoidal sample which 
is parallel to the external field. Therefore 

and 
Ut=\NatE'1id 

£/,,= .Va'Gt'VA- (36) 

To perform the integrals required in Un, the exact 
form of the two-, three-, and four particle correlation 
functions is required. For purposes of calculation, we 
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li.ivf .\SMIIII«1 tlt.it ^(r) is a siniplr step funrllon whii h, 
jtrtijtulv nonii.ili'.nl, is 

--(l-r. 
r<(/ 

(374) 

wlut 
T^4inl\.i. (37b) 

Wc have used the usual "Kirkwood superposition 
approximation" for the three and four partide corre- 
lation functions, expressing them in terms of p{r). The 
details of the calculation of Un with these approxi- 
mations is given in the Appendix; the result is 

Uu./ [SE'Va*] = (r+2^/3)A4- 2»*/3 
-f^(.?2+t.?6A+167^)/(45pr) 

+0.%lpr(l + AV4),    (38) 

where A'4 is a small contribution (~ K)-1) from an 
integral that we have not been able to evaluate exactly 
and which we may neglect without affecting the 
probable accuracy of the over-all results. 

V. THE BEST EFFECTIVE FIELD; LINEAR AND 
NONLINEAR IlfDEX FORMULAS 

Having ex-plicit expressions for ail the terms in (27) 
for F, we will adjust the magnitude £' of the effective 
local field to obtain as low a value as possible for the 
upper bound F of the electric free energy. Since the 
terms of order EJ are supposed to be orders of magni- 
tude smaller than those of order £o!, it is easily seen 
that the best E' is that which minimizes the terms of 
order Eo2. Any small change of £' from such a value 
raises these large terms more than it can depress the 
smaller terms of order Eo*. That is, we need only mini- 
mize (t'j-f/i) with respect to E' and find that 

£'=£o/(H-pa/) (39) 

is the best choice for £'. Losing (39) in (27) gives im- 
mediately the approximate b and c coefficients of (7). 
Since the inequality (21) holds in the limit of low fields, 
the estimate for J is a lower bound. Then, from (7)- 
(12), the following relations result for the linear di- 
electric constant c and the nonlinear index «2: 

and 

l+8irpa/3 
f>  

l-4wpa/3 
(40) 

«:«- 
r       4)rpaä 

  A+  
,/3)i.        45 r «(l-4*7Ja/3)4L        45 r 

. 8tW(l+.l) 
3 

(32-f 136^+167<i2) 

f3.843«Vr   ■    (41) 

We reiterate that, since the test sample of tluid con- 
sidered was uniformly irradiated and fiikc' a fixed 
volume uniformly, the   stimate (41) for the nonlinear 

TABUS t. Valms of «-, the rvmlim-ar imlex arisinj; from molecu- 
lar rtiiricnlation and rtilislributiun, calculated from Eq. (41) for 
various linuids. Values of the threshold power for self-focusing /', 
calculated using lliesc values of n, in Eq, (7), with X, = <>94.< k. 
Values of n-.ti, the nonlinear index of Debyc for molecular reorien- 
tation alone, and given by the term in (It) lowest order in thf 
density The optical polarizability data used in calculations was 
taken from Table 142072 ol Kei, ft2) whenever possible, and 
otherwise from Ref. (li) or as noted. 

«JXIO'" I'AkW) calc. «jrXlO» 
I.ii|uid csu for 6943 A esu 

1 -chloronaphlhalene* R);'' 1.0 
Lead tetratsopropyl« 111 1.5 0 
Tin tetra 2-melh>lbutyl» 10Q 1.5 0 
Tin tclrapental* 108 1.6 0 
CS, 96 1.7 22 
Tin lelrabutyl* 89 1.9 0 
SiBr. 82 20 0 
Lead tetraethyl» R1 2.1 0 
Benzoylchloride 1ib 2.3,■ 
Nitrobenzeni 69 2.4 8.8 
Bromobenzcne 68« 2.5 6.4' 
Acelo >henone 
Chlorbenzcne 

S0J 3.1'« 
54 3.1 6.3 

Toluene 45 3.8 5.6 
snCLi 44 3.8 0 
Benzene 37 i.i 4.4 
Sn(CH,), ,'7 6.2 0 
ecu 24 7.1 0 
Chloixjform 19 9.0 1.3 
Water U" 15'' 
Acetone 6.7 26 0.6 
Acetic acid 5.7» 30'' 
Liquid CH4 30 56 0 
Liquid Hi 0.024« 7000« 0.010 

• A molecule whose largest illmcnslon it estimated to be larger than p"'»; 
hence, the listed index and power values are less accurate for this than the 
smaller molecules. 

b Measured values of A not available: R> calculated using A estimated 
from the ac Kerr effeet data of Ref. (0) and the theory of Ref. (8). 

• Value of A estimated by scaling values in Table 142072 of Ref. (12) to 
those of Table 142071. 

• Kstimated by assuming molecule is symmetric (A »0). 
■ This value is less accurate than others because the quantum effects that 

we have ignored are important in liquid Hi. 

index does not contain any effects of macroscopic 
density changes such as would arise after a certain time 
from electrostriction and heating in a nonuniformly 
irradiated sample or in a compressible sample uniformly 
irradiated. The expression (41) contains only the rela- 
tively quickly established nonlinearitics due to molec- 
ular reorientation and redistribution. 

In order to evaluate (41), a knowledge of the molecu- 
lar volume }r is required. This parameter also occurs 
in the theories of the fluid viscosity, the heat conduc- 
tivity, and virial coefficients. An examination of data 
on representative fluids in each of these areas gives 
values for T which vary typically by ±10% for a gi\'en 
fluid and which fall within il5% or 2.5/p. Since data 
on r are not available for most of the fluids of interest 
to us, we have used the value pr • 2.5 throughout our 
numerical evaluations of HJ. Fortunauly, n-, is not very 
sensitive to deviations of pr from 2.5, and we feel that 
the errors arising from this approximation are less than 
from other sources. 

The values of ;;2 that result from using this approxi- 
mation  and polari/.ability data appropriate  for the 
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wuvclongth 0.589 ß of ihi sodium /Mine arc niven for 
24 liquids in the first column of Table 1." " The 
threshold powers P, for self focusing estimated by 
using our values for u2 in (7) are listed in the second 
coluvm. Also given in the last column for comparison 
arc tks values nto which would be obtained from the 
low density formula of Debye for the nonlinear index 
[i.e., the first term on the RHS of (41)] which neglects 
molecular redistribution.1* 

VI. EXAMINATION OF ACCURACY AND 
DISCUSSION 

The inequality (40) is equivalent to the statement 
that the Clausius-Mossotti function (t—l)/|[p(«+2)] 
is always larger than 4ira/3 for a Jassical fluid of 
molecules of fixed linear polarizability, regardless of 
the intermolecular forces, provided that the two- 
particle correlation function depends only on the inter- 
molecular spacing and becomes constant for large 
spacing. The fact that many fluids have been found 
which slightly disobey (40) demonstrates that at least 
one of these assumptions is not entirely valid," How- 
ever, the observed deviai.on of the ClausiuS-Mossotti 
function from 4ira/3 is rarely more than a few percent 
:^ liquid." This suggests that our nonlinear index 
should be accurate to within 10 to 50%, depending on 
the molecule. However, in arriving at (41), several 
added approximations have been made so that this 
absolute accuracy may not be attained. The result for 
«i is sensitive to the forms of the two-, three-, and four- 
partide correlation functions. The first of these we 
have approximated by the step function (37), and even 
the best parameter r to use in (37) is une '■tain. 
Probably least certain of ali the approximations is the 
Kirkwood superposition approximation for the three- 
and four-particle correlation functions. Also, for those 
"large" molecules listed in Table I whose largest di- 
mensions are probably larger than p~"J, extra errors are 
introduced because such molecules are clearly not 
representable as hard spheres with ideal polarizable 
dipoles at their centers. Furthermore, in the listed 
threshold powers there are the added errors inherent 
in (7) which, when applied to a given laser beam, could 
easily err by an order of magnitude. Despite these and 
other difficulties, we believe there are some significant 
correlations between our theoretical values of n» or Pt 

" Landolt-Bömstein, ZahUnwerte und Funclionen 1/3 
(Springer-Verlag, Berlin, 1962), p. 509. 

k Dictionary of Organic Compounds (Oxford University Press, 
New York, 1965). 

"Y. R. Shen, Phys. Letters 20, 378 (1966), also uses this 
fonnul* for nto to tabulate nonlinear indices. However, his values 
often differ from ours by a factoi- ~2 because he employs the dc 
Kerr coefficients, with data on permanent dipole moments and 
the theory of C. V. Raman and K. S. Krishnan, Phil. Mag. 3, 724 
(1927), to determine A, rather than the optical values measured 
directly by Rayleigh scattering. This latter theory was showu by 
Raman and Krishnan to be commonly in error by 2 or more. 

" C. M. Knobler, C. P. Abiss, and C. J. Pings, J. Chem. Phys. 
40, 2200 (1964). 

and the available experimental results on self-focusing. 
The reasons for this and some detailed comparisons with 
experiment are given below. 

From recent time-resolved studies of the formation 
of self-trapped filaments of an unfocused ruby laser 
beam in CSj and nitrobenzene, it was found that the 
filaments do not persist for more than a few nano- 
seconds even when the laser pulse is several tens of 
nanoseconds long.1* Tn all of the e.\perimental studies 
of self-trapping to date, unfocused beams of cross 
section of the order of 1 mm or larger ha»» been used. 
Therefore, during the lifetime of a "filament"' a sound 
wave could travel only a small fraction (< lO-1) of the 
width of the parent beam. This suggests that macro- 
scopic density changes and the effects (such as elect ro- 
striction) which produce them may not have time to 
affect the index in many, if not aÜ, materials studied 
to date. Further evidence against density change effects 
comes from the observed instability in the nonlinear 
propagation of a circularly polarized beam, an insta- 
bility which would not exist if densi'y changes alone 
altered the index.18 It is true that stimulated Brillouin 
scattering may accompany or precede self-focusing, but 
the usual theory suggests that the density changes 
associated with this are not such as to case an index 
change at the parent frequency, although they may of 
course contribute a loss which can effect self-foomng. 
Therefore, it seems reasonable to expect that a com- 
parison between present data and our theory which 
omits effec, of macroscopic density changes will _, leid 
some information on the accuracy of the theory and of 
the conclusions that it suggests. Such a comparison 
and suggestions for more definitive experimental checks 
of molecular redistribution effects are now given. 

In the first data on self-trapping of Hauchecorne and 
Mayer,' nitrobenzene was found to self-focus about the 
same fraction of an i cident beam as does 1-chloro- 
naphthalene. This suggests that the threshold powers 
are about the same in these two materials, as has been 
verified more recently by Bret el al.* Therefore, the ratio 
of the threshold for 1-chloronaphthalene to that of 
nitrobenzene infetred from Table I is two limes ton 
low. However, 1-chloronaphthalene is a "large" mole- 
cule (its maximum dimension is greater than p-1") for 
which our model of a point i nole at the center of a 
spherical molecule is obviously bad. This suggests that 
the critical powers listed for the other "large" molecules 
indicated in Table I may also be too low relative to the 
other powers listed. 

Shen and Shaham' found that the threshold powers 
for self-focusing in nitrobenzene, f.cetophenone, ben- 
zene, and water increased in that order. This is in 
agreement with the order of Table I. 

>• D. H. Close, C. R. Guiliano, R. W. HeUwarth, L. D. Hess, 
F. J. McClung, and W. G. Wagner, IEEE J. Quant. Electron. 
QE-2, No. 9, S53 (1966). 
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V.ilki'Kiinl.im! lUiHiulHi^in found that the threshold 
Acts of C"S;. nitrtibenzene, bronwb^nzene, and 

aiilone increast'd in thai order, in ngrcement with 
Tahli' I, They .dso failed to observe scll-tmpping la 
water and CCU. However, from a more detailed 
examir.itl.in of Raman scaUe:ing near threshold, 
Uret el at have found evidence for self-lrapping in CCU 
at powers ft here there was none for acetone, chloroform, 
and acetic acid." Table I is consistent with the latter 
possibility. 

Other measurements of >et et al. give the threshold 
powers »o produce stimulated Raman scattering in CS», 
nitrobenzene, benzoylchtoride, l-chloronuph'.halene, 
toluene, benzene, and CCU tobe in the ratios 1:2:3:3: 
6:10:300.' Since Bret et al. present indirect evidence 
that self trapping occurs in each of these liquids, we 
mav suppose that this ordering is also that for the self- 
trapping threshold powers. Again, except for the "large" 
molecule 1 cbloronaphthalene, the ordering is consistent 
with that in Table I. The connection between these 
threshold powers covering a power range of 300 and 
the self-trapping thresholds for beams of a fixed spatial 
pattern is not clear enough to warrant studying a 
numerical comparison, especially snre the evperimenial 
procedure was not given. 

From a study of the cell leisgth dependence of stimu- 
lated Raman thresho! Is, Wang has inferred that the 
trapping threshold powers for nitrobenezene, toluene 
and benezene are in the ratios 1:2.9:3.4. This may be 
compared with corresponding ratios 1:1.6:1.9 from 
Table I. We do not feel that this difference represei.ls 
a fundamental disagreement, but is pmbiMy repre- 
sentative of the e\petimentai and theor-tical errors in 
such ratios. 

If even rough comparisons are io be made between 
the absolute values of the threshold powers for self- 
focusing predicted by (7) and observation, a highly 
degenerate diffraction limited beam of smooth wave- 
front must be employed. Otherwise corrections to (7) 
discussed by Wang4 must be devised. The only pub- 
lished efforts to study self-focusing with a beam approxi- 
mating the ideal conditions are those of Oarmirc et al.'' 
They found beam constriction to set in at 2S±5 k\V 
in nitrobenzene, an order of magnitude higher power 
than given b;. our value of iij used in (7). With a multi- 
mode, multi-lobe beam. Wan;, inferred from Raman 
data that the self-focusing in nitrobenzene set in at 
19 k\V,5 again a muih higher power than in Table I. 
Such discrepancies could not be said to be surprising 
in view of the combined absolute errors of (7) and (41). 
However, there is some evidence that it is premature 
to a-*ume that this discrepancy is entirely established. 
First, (T.iao and Garmire have reported that very small 
filaments have been discovered subbcqucntly to be 
present while the overall constriction of the beam, on 
whith the previous threshold estimate was based, is 

just beginning.17 'mis substructure in the beam sets 
in at an as yet undetermined lower power level than the 
large scale beam constriction. Secondly, Emmett has 
observed in nitrobenzene what appear to be self-trppped 
filaments in the stimulated Raman scattering at 90° 
from a beam that has been focused onto a perpendicular 
line.18 These "filaments" vary in number with the beam 
power as do the usual parallel filaments. However, 
single "filament" outputs of between 5 and 10 kW 
have been observed, in rough agreement with the values 
of Table I." Evidently, further work is required to 
establish definitive estimates of thresholds for the 
self-trapping of highly degenerate diffraction limited 
beams. 

There are two kinds of measurements which have 
been performed that do not involve «2 or self-focusing, 
but which may give information about redistribution 
effects. First, Mayer and ''ires have measured the 
optical birefringence induced in one beam traversing a 
material b • another strong linearly polarized congruent 
beam of a different wavelength.919 They describe their 
results by an optical Kerr constant Bo, which, if the 
low density theory" were correct, would equal Sttta/ 
(2Xt), Vfhi '<.' Xi is the free space wavelength of the 
birefrinjt'ent beam.20 However, when molecular redis- 
tribnUos. effects at liquid densities are also considered, 
a dtffereat relation between Ho and Mj will result. Un- 
fortunr.ttlj. our theory of «j is not capable of giving 
J" "twv beam" properly Ho, but it could be extended 
to do so. After such an extension, a comparison of 
predicted values of Ho with those that have been meas- 
ured would probably make a much more accurate test 
of theory than comparisons of «2, because the measure- 
ments of tit are probably more accurate than those 
of «,.«' 

Secondly, Maker et al. have measured the change in 
the state of polarization of a strong, elliptically polar- 
ized, b<am as a function of beam power and distance 

I 

"R. Y. Chiao ami F.. Garmire IEEE J. Quant. Electron. 
OE-2, No. 9, 467 (1966). 

"J. L. Emmett (private cnnimunicalion). 
'» G. Mayer and F. Gires, Compt. Rend. 258, 2039 (196t). 
* A comparison of the obscrva'ions of Mayer a.ifl Gires with 

predictions of the low-density theory of Rcf. 8 shows general dis- 
agreement. Reference 9 reports that BoX 10• esu is observed to be 
42, 29, 9.3, 4.0, 0.5,1.6, and 0.4 for the liquids CS,, nitrobenzene, 
toluene, benzene, CCU, cholofoim, and cyclohexane, respectively 
(at Xi = 488 01*1). Using the optical polarizabilitics obtained from 
Rayleigh scattering vncasurcments (Ref. 12) in the low density 
theory (Ref. 8), one would predict 69, 27, 18, It, 0, 4(1, and 1.5 
for these values. 

21 This extension of theory would also give |>redictions for the 
static (dc) Kcrr constant h. for nonoolar molecules which could 
be compared with a wealth of 'xisting data. These data are in 
wide dis.vrcemenl with the prcoicti'ins of the classical low density 
theory vKit. 8). for example, the measured values of iJ.XlO' esu 
for CS;, bcn.tcne, CC1,, liiiuid Nj, cyclohexane, and liquid Hs, at 
X1 = S46 IHM are 35.5, 4.1, 0.84, 0.8, 0.59, and 0.34, respectively 
[from lAndolt-HomMein, ZaMmvait und lunkliotun 11/8 
(Springer-Verlag, Berlin, 1%2), Chap. 5, pp. 849-«55]. L'sing 
the jKnarizahility data of Kef. 12 in the low density theory (Ret. 
8), one would predict 60, 12, II, 0.4, 1 4. and imjt, reflectively, 
fur thisr values. 
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ulitnjj ilu' lu .tin.7-' Thi-sf rnt'usuri.'iiR'nts bave lucti 
rrivnllv iiinuil by Wan!» and Rafclti'.53 Their nsultv 
»Mti- j»ivcn in U-rnis uf A rimslanl /{(real in the absence 
<>{ lossl which tttnilil ii\\ia\ SIIII: ,<* if IIK' low di'hsih 
ihcorv" «liiili iu>»!i'its nHikfiilar rtilislribution were 
appUcahlv, Uul will In iil.iit.l it );•■ tHiTi-rvntly al liquid 
ilinsiliis WIUTC imik'culai ntiistribuliun is iniportant. 
Again, when mir lhiur\ i> i \liiuUti to predicl ß values, 
comparison with these experiments «ill be Ulummating. 

Therv Is a naasurtiiitnl of »2 which could be per- 
forr.ed, but whidl docs not involve self focusing ami 
hence might be more accurate. The change in index for 
a weak, plane polarized, beam congruent with a strong 
beam of th? same polari/ation hut of a dilTercnl wave- 
length would eijiial >i:k':, »here £'- is the mean square 
amplitude of the strong beam, provided that the two 
wavelengths are not too widelv separated. This change 
in index cou'.d be measured, for example, by putting 
the strongly irradiated material in one arm of a Mach- 
Zehnder interferometer, and using the weak beam at a 
different wavelength as the interferometric source. 

Stimulated BriUouin scattering, turbulence, impuri- 
ties, bubbles, and molecular relaxation processes, all 
of which tend to prevent ti.e lii|uid from reaching an 
equilibrium state in the strong lields, may affect experi- 
mental results. Elucidation of these phenc ;na will 
doubtless follow a better understanding of the equi- 
librium state itself, but we will not attempt to analyze 
them here. 

In conclusion, since there are no general relations for 
liquids among the coefheients «2, Bo, and B, information 
concerning the validity of approximations such as the 
Kirkwood aoproximation in dealing with molecular 
redistribution effects can be obtained as yet only from 
comparing the present theory with experiments which 
measure «j. When the theory is extended to treat Bo 
and B, additional checks of the approximations will 
become available. However, with only the relatively 
crude comparisons between the available results on 
self-trapping and the theory that we have made above, 
we arc led to conclude that molecular redistribution 
effects are generally important, and no doubt dominate 
the nonlinear index of symmetric-molecule liquids. 
Observations of If-trapping in such symmetric- 
molecule liquids as Sißu and 'nCU will provide im- 
portant checks of the theory of the nonlinear index. 
Further efforts to obtain smooth, diffraction limited, 
highly degenerate beams would aid in establishing the 
absolute magnitude of the nonlinear index tit in various 
materials. The measurement of the index change for a 
weak, linearly polarized, beam congruent within a 
material to a parallel-polarized strong beam of different 
wavelength may yield an even more accurate value of 
»i for that material. 

" P. D. Maker. R. W. Ttrliune, .wl C. M. Savage, Plus. Kev. 
Letters 12. 507 (1964). 

BC. C. Wan»; ami U. \V. Kaane. J Quant. F>ctfon. QF-2, 
No. 4 5.? {19(6}. 

APPENDIX 

Here we outline the calculation of (f2j= ((«?')> 
-<(K,))*. We will use the form (37) for the probability 
l'-;/)(ri-r.!)(/Vi(/V, that if a certain molecule is 
in iPri, another specified molecule is in iPrt. We 
will use Kirkwood's superposition approximation for 
r-;/>3(r1,r.,r,) = />3(I^) D"^ for l'^Mri.fj.n.r,) 
«^«(1234)] which is the probability (per unit volume 
for each molecule) for finding specified molecules at 
ri, fj, T) (and r«) simultaneously: 

pi{m)~pi\2)p(23)p{U), (Al) 

^(1234)«^(12)/)(i3)p(14)/)(23)//(24)p(34).(A2) 

Here p(l2) is an abbreviation for pitu), and we have 
ignored terms of order A'-5 smaller than the leading 
terms of (Al) and (A2). (Terms of order N must be 
kept, as the terms in {'22 which arc proportional to N* 
will cancel.) 

The integrals in 4((M2
S
)) fall naturally into four 

groups, which we call h, /j, h, and l», depending on 
whether 1-, 2-, 3-, or 4-particle correlations are required: 

4((«J'»=i:A (A3) 
■-I 

where 

/I^M <((E'-o''-D-''««E'):;) = 0 (A4) 

/s=2i:„«(E'-«'-D"-a'-E')')) (A5) 

/J=4Z,„«E'a'D"«'E'E'a'-D'> a^-E')) (A6) 

and 

/^E^UE'^-D-u'-EE'-^-D^-a^E'.)). (A7) 

Here the summed indices are always unequal in any /,. 
The-11 is zero, of course, because D»» is defined to be 
zero. The angular averages in each of the remaining 
integrals are easily performed and give 

/2= 2«V/* ET C(l + A./4)1((/?„-)1) 
+ (i/24-lUV16)(TrD<"D")]    (A8) 

/J-4a'/-'M + A) £,., (/>„"/),/•>) (A9) 

and 

Here "Tr" denotes the "trace" or sum over diagonal 
space elements, and the single bracket ( ) denotes 
the average over spatial configurations. 

Using the form (37) for the two particle distribution 
function and (20) for D" gives (neglecting terms^A") 

L".. ((V..")*) = V1' ' Ir [   sin^ty j   r! rfr 

X (t-3 co.,Y)V-e= A>64T-7(15r).    (All) 
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Similarly, 

N U N 1, I N I. \ R    R !r. I" K A C 1 I V K   I N I) I', X ir>2 

11*1    sin^/   r'dr 

X (1 + 3 tos^)»-« = .Vp-Uir1/ (3 r). 
Therefore, 

/^ .Vn'/.-'V-MTt^-H I34i+ 167A
!
)/(45PT) .    (Al.?) 

To perform the average in (A9) to order N, we write 

/.(r)=(l-//{.))/(l-r'r), (A14) 

where /V(r)=l for r<d and is zero otherwise. Then, 
with (Al), we obtain to order A7 

= AH« jJ3r*PrJ)urhÄl-l'i) ,    (A15) 

where /^^„'-(l-M, »M denotes Ä^-fj), etc. 
The integrals here are easily performed using the 
theorem that the integral J of Px" over any volume Q 
is related to an integral over the surface S bounding 

(A16) 

The right hand side separates naturally into terms 
which we call A.', where « = 0, 1, • • •, 4 is the number of 
explicit /; factors in the integrand of the term. The A'o 
term is integrated trivially and has a part of order A'2 

(A12) which cancels the A"-' part of ((«a))3, and a part of order 
A", which combines wi h ((MJ))'

2
 from (41) (corrected 

by the now important factor (1—T/F)
-1

) to give 

/= I </VjD„,s=- j tPuAitu-inr*. 

(If 5 is ellipsoidal and tx is inside it, recall that J=L. 
If 5 is spherical and fi is outside it, then J = QD.,n 

where Tj is the center of the sphere and Q is the nu- 
merical value of the volume bounded by 5.) The part 
of (A15) independent of tin is obviously NfrP. With 
the aid of (A16), the part of (A15) involving //u 
integrates to NßfP/3 whence 

/,= 4AV£V(l+A)(/J+2irV3) • (A17) 

To evaluate /« we use (A2) to obtain 

= .V(A—l)(A--2)(A-3)t-'(l-r/K)-t 

> j J,T*Pi.<iPtißy:rh,{\-hH){l-lii*) 

X(l-Ä»){t-A«) 

-LUC.. 
(-4 

A-o-4((H2))^~4Ay/-Hl-pr). (A 19) 

There are four terms in A'i (there being four possible 
terms linear in one of the h's) each of which integrates 
trivially to —Prp3 giving 

A:1=-4fpJ7-Ar. (A20) 

There arc six ways to form integrands quadratic in the 
h's in (A18), four of which have one space point as an 
argument of both //'s and are equivalent to each other. 
The remaining two have no space points as arguments 
of both h factors and are equivalent to each other. 
Each of the first four terms is seen to be ider'i^Jv 
ze;o with the aid of (A 16), and the last two can be 
straightforwardly integrated with (A16) to give 

(A18) 

A'2 = 0.5066jrV'-A'. (A21) 

Almost the same straightfonvard integrations are 
required for each of the four equivalent terms which are 
cubic in the h's, and one finds that 

A'3=-0.11713]rp
3TA'. (A22) 

We have not been able to integrate the remaining 
term A", analytically. We estimate that it is an order 
of magnitude smaller than A'j because the four // factors 
combine to l;-"it the volume accessible to the points of 
integration much more than in A'j. Since ATj is already 
a minor contribution to the final result, we feel well 
within the other limits of our calculation to neglect 
A'i in the final result: 

/4-4<(H-.)>!-A'p-(-4f+3.84pT).        (A23) 

Combining all the above terms gives the £/« of (38). 
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